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Sorcerer 5e level up guide

Last updated: March 17th, 2020 RPGBOT uses the color coding scheme that has become common among Pathfinder building textbooks, which are easy to understand and easy to read at a glance. Red: Bad, useless options, or options that are extremely situations. Orange: OK options, or useful options that apply only
in rare circumstances. Green: Good options. Blue: Fantastic options, often essential for the function of your character. I won't include 3rd-party content, including content from DMs Guild, even if it's my own because I can't assume that your game will allow 3rd-party content or homebrew. I will also not cover Unearthed
Arcana content because it is not finalized, and I can't guarantee that it will be available for you in your games. Introduction Sorcerers is a challenge. They don't have the versatility of a Wizard, but part of many of the same abilities, and almost everyone plays out the same. Where the wizard is powerful because they
possess a tool for each problem, the Sorcerer is powerful because they own some good tools and can use it to solve any problem. Wizards also make one of the best Faces in the game because of their skill list and dependence on Charisma. The Sorcerer's playlist allows them to serve as blister, Controller, Striker and
Utility Caster. The Sorcerer falls into a middle ground between the wizard and the warlock. The Sorcerer gets more game slots than the Warlock, but knows far less game than the wizard. The Sorcer's versatility comes from their ability to boost their game using Metamagic. If you are accustomed to playing a wizard,
expect to throw a very low-level game using higher-level game slots to get as much utility as you can known from your limited number of gameplay. After reading this textbook, I encourage you to read my TorcerErEr Subclasses Breakdown and my Sorcer Spells Breakdown. SorcererEr Class Features Hit Points: d6 hit
points are the lowest in the game, so be sure to compensate enough Constitution. Savings: Constitution and Charisma are two excellent savings, as things that make one of them often incapacitated in some way, and since Constitution saves, concentration is used. Proficiencies: No weapons or shields, and only the most
basic weapons, but the Sorcer skill list contains all facial skills, including Insight. Magicians are also particularly skilled in Constitutional savings, which are used for Concentration. This means that concentration game is easier to maintain without investing in options like the War Caster performance. Spellcasting: The
Sorcerer throwing game in the same way a Bard does: You get a set number of games known, and can play any game of that list as long as you have the slots to do so. This means that Sorcerers always have fewer options available to them as a magician who can change their playlist daily, but Sorcerers make up for
lack of versatility by being able to incite their game with Metamagic. The Sorcerers playlist is a subset of the game list (with a handful of additions such as Dominate Beast and Earthquake), but you still have many options to choose from. It's also interesting to note that the Sorcerer gets more cantrips than any other
gamecaster, but they get less spells known as the Bard. Expect to throw low-level game play at a higher level game slots often, and use metamagical to customize your game. Most importantly, expect to lead lower level when learning an excess option. Magical Origin: Wizard subclasses are briefly summed up below.
See my Torcer Subclasses breakdown for help choose your subclass. Divine soul: Descended from a divine bloodline, adding the blunder to learn and throw cleric game in addition to magician spellings. Draconian Blood line: Get additional power from your draconian ancestors, growing scales that work like armor, and
deal with additional damage with gameping out the damage type determined by your ancestors. Shadow Magic: Masters of magical darkness, get the ability to see in darkness and summon a powerful shadow dog to weaken and drop your enemies. Storm Sorcery: Adept on flight and decisive game in the near quarters,
storm wizards stormed darts in and out close to dealing with bars of sonic and lightning damage before flying back out of reach and relapse. Wild Magic: Exciting but unpredictable, wild magic wizards can manipulate happiness to give themselves advantage on some roles and apply a small bonus or punishment to other,
but decisive game can trigger roles on the Wild Magic Table, producing unpredictable but exciting magical effects. Font of Magic: Font of Magic is a definite feature of the Torcerer, especially Sorcery Points. Tower Points: Tower points fuel the Sorcer's abilities and allow the class to do much more than just decisive
gameplay. You have a limited pool per day, but you have the option of the consuming game slots to get additional Sorcery Points. Flexible Casting: Using magic points to get additional game slots is very expensive, so just do it when you absolutely need to do so. Conversion game slots to Sorcery Points is a little less
frightening once you have a big pool of game slots, but be sure not to do it too much or you will run quickly from daily resources. Metamagic: Metamagic allows you to stretch the effects of your limited number of game, so you easily capitalize on existing spells instead of constantly needing to find and learn new ones.
Caution game: Usually you can avoid hitting your allies by carefully positioning the game, but sometimes you need to drop a fireball or another great ACE like Fear and you do not have a way to avoid hitting your allies. Far Spelling: Spellings generally have enough to do the work in situations where they make sense to
use. There are some plays like Haste that can benefit a variety of Touch that can really benefit, it is not numerous enough not to make it situations, since in a lot of cases you can solve that problem Run. It will be nice if you can use it with cones, but cones have a variety of Self and an area of effect so they do not qualify.
This is especially applicable to games like Thunderclap and Word of Radiance, but situations where you want to spend a Sorcery Point on a Cantrip are particularly rare. Empower Spelling: If you reroll 1's, you might get some extra damage points. The efficiency grows if you add more lecturing because you are more
likely to roll 1's if you add additional dice, but on average you can't expect to add a large amount of damage. As an example: If you have 20 Charisma and roll a massive pile of d6's and 5 of those dozens come as 1's, you can reroll them for an average damage of 12.5 (5 x 3.5 - 5) additional damage. You can rerolate any
of the dozens you rolled, but rerol 1's have the most impact so that it gives us a good sense of the maximum amount of damage you can expect. The additional damage will be higher for game playing out that use greater damage dice: 17.5 for d8's, 22.5 for d10's and 27.5 for d12's. The math makes it definitely worth the
small cost of 1 Sorcery Point if you hit some targets with an ACE, but I probably won't use it for single-target game out because you don't get as much for your Sorcery Point. Extended Spelling: Many fantastic buffs have short duration, and the extension of them can make you bother to throw the same game twice.
However, the nature of play in 5e means that not every game rate will justify raising its duration. Spellings with 1 minute duration can be extended, but they will still hold one battle unless you sprint to the next encounter. Spellings with 10-minute duration can probably be stretched in 2 encounters normally, maybe 3 if
extended and if you know where to find another battle. Spellings with duration of one or more hours can be extended to the last entire adventure days. You don't need to expand each game rate, and you need to learn to choose and choose. Increased game play: Use it on almost every red-or-suction game you throw.
Compared to the cost of casting another game in the next turn to incompet the same target, 3 Torcery Points is negligent. Note that some storage-or-suction game like Hold Person allows repeated savings so that the effect decreases significantly. Quick game: Throw a regular game and a Cantrip in one innings. It is one
of very few abilities that allows you to break the action economy, and it is absolutely worth the cost. However, the temptation to use it constantly can be problematic, and it can eat your Sorcery Points very quickly. Use it sparingly; ideal at the beginning of a fight where your game will have the most impact. Subtle game:
Situations, but if you want to be stealthy, you will need it. In most cases (especially in battles) you generally won't care if someone hears and/or sees you definitely a game. But in social where casting a game can be considered rude or can cause problems, Subtle Spell can problems. Twins Spelling: Very fantastic game
like Haste and Polimorph target single creatures and requires concentration. This allows you to influence two beings at the same time. However, the Sorcery Point cost scales with game level, making it the most expensive metamagic option. Sorcerous Restoration: Four free wizard points give you a lot of options, but
these are only 4 points every Short Rest. In a full adventure day you can expect 2 Short Rests at most, so it's 8 Torcery Points over a full day compared to the 20 you already get and how much you get from converting game slots. Abilities Sorcerers are all about Charisma, and you can forget everything else. Str: Dump.
Dex: Take a little bit for AC. Con: Take some to compensate for your d6 hit points. Int: A little for knowledge skills can be nice. Wisdom: Wisdom saves is common, and Insight is useful for a face. Cha: Commands almost everything you do.. Point Buy Standard Array Str: 8 Dex: 14 Int: 14 Int: 10 Wis: 10 Cha: 15 Str: 8 Dex:
13 Con: 14 Int: 12 Wis: 10 Cha: 15 Races Charisma bonuses are absolutely essential. Since you don't need ability to increases for other capabilities, a +1 bonus can be just as good as a +2, which opens options outside of the Half-Eleven. AarakocraEEPC: Nothing useful for the Wizard. AceimarVGTM: +2 Charisma is
obviously fantastic for magicians. Healing hands offer a healing mechanic very rarely available for spellings such as Resistance Energy. Cases: Necrotic Shroud's damage boost is nice, but the Power bonus is completely wasted on the Torcerer. Defender: You can get flight from other sources, and Wisdom doesn't help
wizards a lot. Géseling: A constitution increases, and radiant consumption is a great way to push groups of enemies that come too close. BugbearVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. DragonbornPHB: The Power Bonus is wasted, but the Charisma bonus is great, and you get permanent resistance to an energy type
and a breath weapon. Dwarf: No dwarf options offer a Charisma increase, which makes them a hard option for the Torcerer. DuergarSCAG: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. HillPHB: Many extra hit points, but you should avoid game rate that makes attacks or rely on storing throws. Doable, but it's very difficult.
MountainPHB: Medium armor and Constitution is a significant increase in your durability. With enough investment in Constitution you can be durable enough to survive fighting in the near range. However, laughing at Charisma compared to other magicians means it's harder for you to use game that makes attacks or that
allow savings throws. If you just want to get armor, I would consider starting a level in Warrior to get heavy weapons and shields, then go straight wizard afterwards. ElfPHB: Bexterity and free Perception are delicious, and you have increased some options for Charisma. DrowPHB: Bonus Charisma and some free but
Sunlight Sensitivity can be a pain. EladrinMToF: Bonus Charisma and free teleportation. High Eleven: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Sea ElfMToF: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Shadar-KaiMToF: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. Wood ElfPHB: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. FirbolgVGTM: Nothing useful for the
Torcerer. GenasiEEPC: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. Air: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Earth: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. Fire: Nothing useful for the Wizard. Water: Nothing useful for the Wizard. Gith: Nothing useful for the wizard. GithyankiMToF: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. GithzeraiMToF: Nothing useful
for the Torcerer. Gnome: Nothing useful for the Wizard. Deep (Svirfneblin)EEPC/SCAG: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. ForestPHB: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. RockPHB: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. GoblinVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. GoliathEEPC: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Half-Eleven: The
biggest charisma bonus, plus some free skills. AquaticSCAG: Only if you're in a water campaign. DrowSCAG: Some extra game rate never hurts, but you already have access to similar options. High/Moon/SunSCAG: An extra Cantrip is always welcome. Green SensesSCAG: The sidebar describes half-eleven variants
specifically that you can take Keen Senses instead of Skill Versatility, or a trait based on your eleven parenting. Keen Senses gives you a single solid skill, and you give skill in any two skills. It must be immediately clear that it is a terrible trade. WoodSCAG: Nothing useful for the Wizard. VanillaPHB: Two skills are great
if you intend to be the party's Face. Half-OrcPHB: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Half-lingPHB: A bit of Dexterity is nice, but Lucky is largely wasted on gamecasters as most of your spell requires other people to roll instead of what you need to attack. LightfootPHB: Bonus Charisma, and of course steal. NaughtyPHB:
Nothing useful for magicians. HobgoblinVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. HumanPHB: Versatile and fantastic at all. Vanilla: Wizards really just need Charisma, so most of the bonuses are wasted straight. Variant: You still get an important bonus to your Charisma, and you can get Elemental Adept on the first level.
KenkuVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. KoboldVGTM: With a well-known (or a conveniently-place ally), Pack Tactics can give you easy advantage. While the Kobold doesn't get a Charisma increase, Advantage on game attacks can easily make the difference. Avoid offensive plays that rely on storing throws, and
you should do well. LizardFolkVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Uncle BlatahLR: No Charisma increase. OrcVGTM: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. TabaxiVGTM: A small Charisma bump, and increased dexterity provides a useful boost to your AC. Tiefling: Bonus Charisma, Fire Resistance, and some free
gameplay. With the of variants and subraces, you have a lot of room to customize your AsmodeusPHB/MToF: A perfectly fine option, but the Intelligence is wasted and you can find better game out of Devil's tongue. BaalzebulMToF: The intelligence is wasted, but access to Thaumaaturgy can be nice. DispaterMToF:
Bexterity means better AC, and the game is great if you want to be sneaky or troublesome. FiernaMToF: The Wisdom is largely wasted, but the play is good for a Face. GlasyaMToF: Clarity means better AC, and the game is great if you want to be sneaky or troublesome. LevistusMToF: Constitution means more hit
points, and the game offers a nice mix of defense, offensive and utilities. MammonMToF: The intelligence wasted, and the equal outlets are highly situations. MephistophelesMToF: The intelligence is wasted, and magicians should rarely confill in melee combat enough flame leaves to use. ZarielMToF: Away to melee-
centric. Variant: FeralScAG: Bad ability distribution. Variant: Devil's TongECAG: The replacement game is absolutely better than the normal Tiefling game. Variant: HellfireSCAG: Burning Hands are probably worse than the Hellish Rebuke for most Torcerers. Variant: WingedSCAG: Flight is a massive advantage,
especially without relying on concentration. TortleTP: 17 natural weapons are delicious, but it's really all you get. Magicians don't make good provision for melee battles. TritonVGTM: Constitution and Charisma are both great on a magician, but the congenital game rate complements your class game very well.
VerdanAcInc: Constitution and Charisma are a perfect combination for a Charisma-based gamecaster, and being convinced free is great. You will almost certainly be your party's Face, and the Verdan's Telepathic Insight can go a long way toward addressing language hybrids despite its limited ability. Yuan-Ti
PurebloodVGTM: An excellent Charisma increase, and combining Magic Resistance and poison immunity make you very durable. Setting-specific varieties are address below. Not every institution allows each breed, and while most varieties offered in the core rules and can be used in content for the Forgotten Empire in
other settings, races specifically for settings such as Ravnica cannot typically be allowed in other settings. Talk to your DM about which varieties are allowed in your game. Varieties of Eberron BugbearERLW: See above under the general varieties section. ChangerLW: The Change's flexible ability increase can stack
with their fixed +2 to Charisma, allowing the Change to start with 18 Charisma (the only race able to do so). This deviates from core race design concepts consistently over other varieties, but the difference seems to be intentional. Charisma is the only thing that the Sorcerer absolutely needs, and starting with a Charisma
modifier +1 higher than anyone else in the game is a great advantage. Hit 20 Charisma at 4th level, then you have the rest of your character's career to explore achievements or other abilities. Form change is like a supermoond version of Disguise Self, so for a tough wizard wizard a highly social campaign can be very
useful. GoblinERLW: See above under the General Racial section. HobgoblinERLW: See above the General Racial section. OrcERLW: Bad ability distribution. KalashtarERLW: A Charisma increase, and you'll be really good at Wisdom savings throwing despite not being skilled. The Kalashtar does not support a specific
part of a wizard, but it is a fine starting point for a wizard of any kind. ShifterLW: None of the Shifter's underraces offer a Charisma increase. Beasthide: Bad ability spreads. Longtooth: Bad ability spread. Swiftstride: Swiftstride offers a Charisma bonus, and the Shift advantage can refrain from climbing into melee. Shift
offers good use for your Bonus Action and the temporary hit points reduce the need for options like False Life. Wildhunt: Bad ability spread. WarfordERLW: Regarding the fact that being warned rather than born, the idea that they could be a magician with a bloodline defending logic. But mechanically it works fine. The
flexible ability increase goes into Charisma, and the Warforged's other features will make you more durable than a typical wizard before considering game. A warned with Mage Armor would completely unease an AC of 14+ Dex completely unequated, allowing you to meet the AC of characters in light armor and a shield.
Dragon marks While the design intention for Dragon Marks was that they would offer some congenital spellings for everyone, each dragonfly includes an extensive playlist that is likely to be a more significant advantage than most of the supplied racial properties. Because the extensive game options are such an
important part of the dragonfly, if you don't play a gamecaster, you're giving up a great deal of your racial properties, making it particularly difficult to justify a dragon character that can't throw game. Signed DwarfRLW: Dragon Brand Properties replaces your subrace. Point of Warding: Bad ability spread. Signed ElfERLW:
Dragon Mark Properties replace your subrace. Mark of Shadow: The ability increases work, and the innate spelling is nice, but almost all the dragon mark game is already on the game list. Still, for a wizard in a stealing party it makes a lot of sense thematic and offers some useful options to stretch your spelling a little
further. Signed GnomeERLW: Dragon brand properties replace your subrace. Point of Script: The ability increases work, but most of the dragon mark game is already on the Sorcer's playlist. Marked Half-ElfERLW: Dragon Mark properties replace some of your normal racial properties, as described in the entry for each
Dragon mark. Point of detection: The ability increases work, but most of the dragon mark game is already on the Sorcer's playlist. Mark van Storm: The ability increases jobs, but most of the dragon-brand game is already on the Sorcer's playlist. Shaded half-OrcERLW: Dragon mark properties replace all your racial
properties. Point Finding: Bad ability Signed Half-LINGERLW: Dragon mark properties replace your subrace. Mark of healing: Bad ability spreads. Mark of Hospitality: The ability increases work, and with the exception of sleep the whole game list is new for the Torcerer. Unfortunately, the game tends to be situation
options that are difficult to justify with the Sorcer's extremely limited number of play. Worn HumanERLW: Dragon mark properties replace all your racial properties. Point of finding: See Mark of Finding under Dragon marked Half-Orc, above. Mechanically are the final racial traits identical. Mark of handling: The ability
score increases work, and lots of dragon mark game is new on the Sorcer's playlist, but unless your DM is going to allow you to tame creatures outside of your class features it is not particularly helpful. Point of Making: The ability increases work, but most of the dragon mark game is already on the Sorcer's playlist. Point
of passage: The ability increases work, but most of the dragon-brand game is already on the Sorcer's playlist. Mark of Sentinel: Bad ability spreads. Varieties of Ravnica CentaurGGTR: Nothing helpful for the Torcerer. GoblinGGTR: See above under the General Racial section. LoxoDONGGTR: Nothing useful for the
Torcerer. MinotaurGGTR: Nothing useful for the Torcerer. Simic HybridGGTR: The flexible ability increase can go into Charisma, and Animal Improvement can help fill some features that would normally require magic, thereby opening space for you to learn other gameing out. Fat GCTR: Bad ability distribution. Varieties
of Theros CentaurMOoT: See above under the general races section. HumanMOoT: See above under the general varieties section. LeoninMOoT: Bad ability distribution. MinotaurMOoT: See above under the General Racial section. SatyrMOoT: Competence for your AC, Charisma for your game, Magic Resistance to



Keep You Alive, and two free skills to help you serve as your party's Face. TritonMOoT: See above under the general varieties section. Races of Wildmount AarakocraEGtW: See above under the general racial section. BaitimarEGtW: See above the General Racial section. BugbearEGtW: See above the general
varieties section. Dragonborn: Wildmount offers two new Dragonborn variants, each replacing the standard Dragonborn's ability score increases and damage resistance. DraconianGtW: Roughly equivalent to the standard Dragonborn, but if you play your party's Face, you can enjoy powerful presence. RaveniteEGtW:
Bad ability spreads. StandardPHB: See above. ElevenGtW: Wildmount elves share the core characteristics of nuclear breeding, but Wildemount adds two new eleven underraces. See above for information on core commons. Pallid Eleven: No Charisma increase. Sea Eleven: See above. FirbolgsEGtW: See above under
the general races section. GenasiEGtW: See above the general Racial section. GoblinEGtW: See above the General Racial section. Semi-lengthEGtW: Wild semi-finals share the core necklaces, but Wildemount adds a new new subrace. See above for information on core neckline properties. Lotusden: No Charisma
increase. HobgoblinEGtW: See above the general races section. GoliathEGtW: See above the general Racial section. KenkuEGtW: See above the general Racial section. OrcEGtW: See above, under Races of Eberron. Wildmount uses the updated Orc race properties rather than the original features published in Volo's
Guide to Monsters. TabaxiEGtW: See above the general races section. TortleEGtW: See above the general Racial section. Skills Arcana (Int): One of the most important knowledge skills, but you may not have enough Intelligence to back it up. Deception (Cha): Important for a face. Insight (Wise): Useful for a face, but
you may not have enough Wisdom to back it up. Intimidation (Cha): Important for a face. Persuasion (Cha): The king of Face Skills. Religion (Int): One of the most important knowledge skills, but you may not have enough Intelligence to back it up. Background This section does not address each published background as
it will cause an ever-growing list of options that do not cater to the class. Instead, this section will cover the options I think works especially well for class, or which may be tempting but poor choices. Racial achievements are discussed in the Racial section above. You only get two skills from your class and Sorcerers are
built to make excellent Faces, so look to pick up more face skills from your background. If you're a Half-Eleven or Variant Human, you can pick up your missing Facial Skills from your racial bonus proxies, opening many other options. Bonus languages are also useful; if you can get enough of them, you may not have to
learn Tongue. If you're having trouble deciding, here are some suggestions: AcolytePHB: Insight and two languages. City WatchSCAG: Surprisingly good, although you probably won't get much use from Athletics. CourtierSCAG: You probably don't have the Wisdom to back up Insight, but it's still great on a face, and you
get a facial skill and two languages. Faction AgentSCAG: Insight and your choice of a lot of skills, including the Facial Skills you need, plus two languages. Guild ArtisanPHB: Two good skills and a language, but the artisan's tools probably won't be helpful. HermitPHB: Despite being the recommended background, this is
a terrible option for Sorcerers. NoblePHB: A facial skill and a language, but you probably don't have the Intelligence to make History meaningful, and playsets are largely useless. Urban Bounty HunterSCAG: No languages, but access to the skills you need to be a face and some good tool options. This section does not
address every published performance as it will cause an ever-growing list of options class. Instead, this section will cover feats that I think works especially well for class or what might be tempting but poor choices. AlertPHB: The bonus to Initiative is tempting because because can do so much to influence a fight when
they go first, but nothing else is especially useful. DurablePHB: Throw fake life or use inspirational leader instead. Elementary AdeptPHB: Very tempting for wizards who enjoy blasting, but specializing in one element is severely restrictive. If something is resistant to one element, use another one. Change 1's to 2
averages 1/6 damage per death, which is as close to nothing as you'll ever see. Inspirational LeaderPHB: An excellent way to capitalize on your Charisma, especially if your party doesn't heal magic to help path your hit points. Gently armoredPHB: Mage Armor and Shield work well. LinguisticPHB: Throw Languages.
LuckyPHB: Entertainment, but not especially useful for Sorcerers, since they are not often roll attacks or save. Magic InitiatePHB: An alluring way to get offices from other classes, but remember that you use the game ability of that other class, and since your Wisdom and Intelligence will be poor, your spelling will be.
Consider Eldritch Blast or other Warlock cantrips, but otherwise stick to tools. ObservantPHB: You don't have the ability to back it up. ResilientPHB: More savings never hurt competence, but save it for after getting 20 Charisma. You already get skill in Constitution savings, so unlike most players you can justify taking
something else. Ritual CasterPHB: Wizards can't throw game as rituals by default like a cleric or magician. Ritual Caster removes the need to know game like Detect Magic that basically just thrown as rituals, and it makes options like Find Familiar that is omitted from the Sorcer's playlist. SkillPHB: Proficiencies are
great, especially since Sorcerers get some skills, but if you really need skills you probably need to play half-eleven or start as a Rogue. Spell SniperPHB: Great for gamecasters who like to make game attacks. Choosing it at first level as a variant Human can be really useful when you rely so heavily on cantrips for
damage output. You are not locked in cantrips from your own class, so consider picking up Eldritch Blast. ToughPHB: Throw false life or use inspirational leader instead. War CasterPHB: A very big achievement, but generally the best left to players who can justify spending time in melee. With d6 hit points and no armor,
it's not you. Weapons Dagger: Wear one or two for useful purposes at any level, but the damage is not good enough to make it better than shocking understanding. You can make opportunity attacks with a dagger, but it's not something you have to do regularly. Light crossbow: Until you hit level 5, a light crossbow can
do more damage than firebow. If you have at least 14 Dexterity, a light crossbow is probably a better option than firebolt when you just need to do some damage, and you can delay taking firebolt until you have gained some levels so you can take your limited number of cantrips on something more interesting like frost
frost cantrip. Quarter staff: a large cosmetic item, but totally useless in battles. Rather use shocking understanding or a Dagger. Armor Mage Armor and teach Shield. At low levels that will be enough to keep you safe, but at high levels you will probably shower mage armor because enemies' attack bonuses will be so
high that it will stop being useful. You can keep shield around for those rare times when it would deflect an attack, but you are better served by others like Blur or Shining. Multiclassing Multiclassing is difficult for a full caster like the Sorcerer. Each level expands your abilities significantly, you don't really need anything
from other classes. Artist: Starting with a level in artist gets you a lot. Skill in medium weapons, shields, and Constitution savings throws are really tempting, plus artists gain access to some low-level game plays that the Sorcer doesn't like cure Forests. The Artist's multiclass rules allow you to round off when you
determine the round-up game slots (other spelling tests), so while you don't learn spelling rate, you still get the same spelling slot progress so quickly. The Artist also gets Rituele Casting, which is useful as magicians don't become ritually decisive. Bard: Bards also use Charisma for spelling, and since they're full casters,
you won't lose game slots like you level. You still slow down access to higher level, but you can get Jack of All Trades and Song of Rest from two levels and Expertise in two skills. A third level gets you a bardic college that can offer some interesting options, but I am extremely reluctant to play out a high-level game that
is very delayed. Rogue: Expertise will be nice for your Facial Skills, Warlock: Adding Hexblade makes the Warlock a powerful multiclass option. You get skill with medium weapons and shields, you can use weapons with your Charisma instead of your strength or knotted, and you get access to wonderful plays like
Eldritch Blast. The Warlock's game poll reboots on a short break, making them useful for your Torcery Points. If you dedicate three levels you can pick up Agonizing Blast to make Eldritch Blast unusually powerful, but I think that the magician spelling you will give me up more importantly than getting Eldritch Blast doing a
little more damage. Example Build - Dragon-born Sorcerer (Draconian) Dragons are literally in the title of the game. I want to be the most draconian thing I can possibly be, and then I want to walk around in a churcher. It's a Staple Build. This construction work is simple, and relies on options of the SRD and the Basic
Rules wherever possible. If you need a functional build with nothing fancy or complicated, it's a good place to start. The Draconian Bloodline Sorcerer is very similar to the Evoker Wizard. With the emphasis on a specific element rather than a specific school, you trade the ability to easily eliminate elements for better use
of a wider of game. Abilities We will mostly the point buying capabilities suggested above. Base increases Str 8 10 Dex 14 14 Con 14 14 Int 12 12 Wis 10 10 Cha 15 16 Race Dragonborn. The Charisma increase is the biggest draw, and I haven't used the Dragonborn in a staple still, so I really want to double on the
draconian theme of the character. You must choose a draconian ancestor to determine your breath weapon and your damage resistance. Personally, I always prefer cones across lines, but it's mostly personal preference. Also keep in mind that you will be able to add damage resistance using your bloodline functions
start at level 6, so choose different ancestors for your race and for your class. Since staple building is limited to the SRD and the Basic Rules, we do not have to choose a ton of game from, which means that the dragon condition you choose for Draconian Bloodline should be a burning dragon. I recommend either cold or
poison for your varieties of dragon stock. Cold will be more useful offensive, but there are a lot of enemies that make poison damage that makes poison resistance very useful. Skills and tools with high Charisma and access to all four facial skills, there is little reason for you not to be the party's face. Between your
background and your class skills, try to end with Deception, Intimidation, and Persuasion. Get insight if it's convenient, but your Wisdom isn't high enough to be particularly good at it, so hopefully someone in your party can fill in the gap. Background Acolyte, Criminal, Noble, and Soldier all get you one of the Facial Skills
we want, but there is no option to get two. If no one else in the party has the Thieves' Tools skill, take Criminals. Otherwise I recommend Noble so you can get the three Charisma-based Face Skills. Feats Serers just really need charisma, so achievements can be a great option. Draconian Bloodline's Elementary Affinity
function highlights one element, making Elemental Adept a particularly attractive option. Levels Level Performance(s) and Features Notes and Tactics 1 Draconian Bloodline Dragon Ancestor Draconian Resilience Gamelcasting Cantrips Known: Chill Touch Mage Hand Prestinction Ray of Ripe Games Known: For your
starting gear, taking a light crossbow, a component bag or arcane focus, either pack, and two daggers. We get a lot at first level, and there are a lot of decision points. Things are a little less challenging at higher levels, but we have a lot of choices to make at first level. First we get things from Draconian Boodline. We
need to choose a dragon stock, and since fire play is more common than other damage in the SRD, I strongly recommend a firedak inventory. Once we get elementary affinity at 6th level, it will boost significant damage across most game levels, including cantrips. Draconian Resilience games Mage Armor, which saves
us a game known, and in addition we get an extra hit point per level. This makes us very durable compared to towenaars, warlocks, a Four oddsmen are more side-by-side than any other spelling. We have very good options. However, keep in mind that your light crossbow is a perfectly viable battle option. Even with just
14 Dexterity, +4 to hit and 1d8+ 2 damage will likely only damage just more average than you can score with a cantrip. Finally firing Bolt will be your go-to combat option, but for now we can focus on more interesting options. Chill Touch gives us one of the Torcer's few options for dealing with necrotic damage, and it's a
big relapse when you face enemies with problematic damage resistance. Ray or Frost offers a nice crowd control option. These are very offensive options at this level, so we have room to use the rest of our cantrips on utility. For our equal spellings, we'll pick up common beads. Shield is a powerful defensive option at
every level, and Sleep is powerful enough at low levels to end an encounter straight, but you may want to train again later when. 2 Font of Magic New Spell Known: Font of Magic is the Sorcer's most iconic class feature. Sorcery Points allows you to create additional game slots, but the primary appeal is Metamagic. We
don't get Metamagic to 3nd level, so for now it's basically just a free 1st-level game slot. At this level we will learn burning Hands. It is probably excess with your breath weapon, so use your breath weapon first. We mostly want it when we pick up Elementary Affinity at 6th level. 3 Metamagic Empower Spelling Quick Play
known: 3nd level sets Metamagic. You get two more choices now and two more choices, giving you a total of 4 choices. There are 8 options, so of course we will have to skip some. We will take empowered gameplay and fast play ingredients. Empower Game isolates us against poor damage roles, and you will get more
use out empowered Spelling at low levels than you will from Quick Spell because you spend so little Sorcery Points, and rerolling three damage dice can be a relatively large boost at this level. Scorching Ray is a reliable damage option, but it's not very exciting. Keep in mind that Elemental Affinity will only apply to one
damage roll per game, but it also means that you just have to hit with one of the three rays to get the bonus damage. 4 Ability score improvement (Charisma 16 -&gt; 18) New Cantrips Known: New Spell Known: At this level we increase Charisma. More gaming bonus means that cantrips will be considered significantly
more reliable than a crossbow, so between the improved attack bonus and the addition of Fire Bolt, it's probably time to retire your crossbow. Blindness/Deafness is an excellent debuff. Being blind makes it difficult to target enemies with outlets, and Disadvantage on attacks is a great debt. However, it works on
Constitution, except that it is not reliable against major burning enemies that typically rely on arms attacks. 5 New Game Known: If you haven't yet retired, it is now the time. Even the cantrips we have chosen with the least damage now (avg. 9), easily the snate of your crossbow at 1d8+ 2 (avg. 6.5). 5th level also sets
3nd-level game. Take Fireball. This gives us a great ACE damage option, so consider retraining Sleep for utility options like Detect Magic if you don't use it regularly. 6 Elementary Affinity New Spell Known: Elemental Affinity gives us a serious boost to all our fire game. Fire Bolt jumps to 2d10 +4. Adding the boost to the
top of ACE outlines like Burning Hands and Fireball makes them particularly powerful because the damage boost applies to each target. 7 New Spell Known: Wall of Fire is the first area control option we have taken. The first damage role will benefit from Elemental Affinity, but the additional damage thereafter will not.
Use Wall of Fire to change the layout of a fight; groups of enemies so that enemies are forced to suffer extra harm to reach you and your enemies. Once enemies are separated, they will either take the damage to get to you, or they will get stuck while killing their enemies. 8 Ability score improvement (Charisma 18 -&gt;
20) New Spell Known: Another Charisma increase means better game attacks, higher DCs, more damage from elementary affinity, and more dice of Empowering game. Polimorph adds a powerful buff option for yourself or for you bound, but you can also use it to turn enemies into something harmless. At this level you
have enough Sorcery Points that you should experiment with Quick Spelling. Keep in mind that you still can't throw two equal spells in a turn (unless you've gotten a second action of something like Action Surgeon), so Quick Spell typically means you're doing something different with your Action like throwing a Cantrip. 9
New Spell Known: 5th level game is important because they are the highest level game slots you can create with Sorcery Points. Unfortunately, the SRD and the Basic Rules contain no fire damage at this level. Instead, rely on lower level game using 5-level game slots. Fireball throws as a 5th-level game trading 10d6
damage (avg. 35) compared to Cone of Cold's 8d8 (avg. 36), so the gap in damage is already negligent, and Elementary Affinity will make Fireball more effective. Empowering Spell is more effective for spells with less, but bigger dice, which should be enough that Cone or Cold can do more damage than Fireball if you
want to spend a Sorcery Point buffering it. And if you're going to throw your high-level game lock, spending a Sorcery Point to get some more power is worth the cost. That comparison really calls attention to how Sorcerers can adapt their limited number of spells on the fly to get more versatility from their relatively limited
number of games known. 10 Metamagic New Cantrips Known: New Spell Known: We Get Some Great Things at this level. An additional metamagical option gives us even more ways to customize our game. Using Twins Spell on Single-Target Game like Blindness/ and Keep Monster means that we can target target
enemies as if we threw that spell out using higher-level game slots using twinned Spell. You can also spell twins powerful games like Polymorph that is limited to single targets. 11 6th-level game introduces our first game slots that we can't create using Sorcery Points. They are our big guns, even good at high levels, and
since players get so few high-level game slots you really need to get a lot out of each of them. Sunbeam, while its initial damage is lower than lower level options such as Cone of Cold, you can use it every round for a full minute, dealing with a large amount of damage with a single game slot. It is also one of the only
ways for the Sorcererer to handle radiant damage, and blinding enemies are really effective. If you use Quickened Spell to throw it, you throw the initial bar as a Bonus Action and you can still use your action in the same turn to fire another bar. This is also the last level on which the Sorcerer learns a new game at each
level. Instead, you'll learn one new spell check each time you access a new game level. Expect to rely on your lower-level game thrown with higher level game slots, and redirect any low-level game you don't use. 12 Ability score improvement (Constitution 14 -&gt; 16) This is our fist ability increase that we don't really
need, so if you decided to experiment with achievements now is the time. Otherwise, enjoy a pile of extra hit points. 13 New Spell Known: Firestorm's damage is actually not so impressive. 7d10 (avg. 38.5) is actually less than you would get from Cone or Cold cast than a 7th-level game (10d8, avg. 45). Fire Storm's big
appeal (outside the damage type) is that you can position the blocks very flexible to avoid your enemies. You can also use Empowered Spelling to reroll low dice, and since Fire Storm uses d10's, you get many miles from Empowered Spell. 14 Dragon wings mean free, persistent flight without maintaining concentration or
spending a game slot. If you fight, you should fly. 15 New Spell Known: Incendiary Cloud is an all-around fantastic offensive option. It trades roughly the same damage as a fireball thrown as an 8th-level game every round for a full minute in a pretty large area. 16 Capability Score Improvement (Constitution 16 -&gt; 18) O
look, more hit points. 17 Metamagic New Spell Known: At this level cantrips receive their final damage boost, increasing Fire Bolt to an impressive 4d10 +5 damage. Meteor Swarm is the largest ACE damage game in the game, totaling 40d6+ 5 damage (avg. 145). Use Empower Play to increase the damage and you can
destroy entire encounters (including the site) in a single turn. 18 Draconian Presence is a nice way to handle crowds, but if you're in a situation where diplomacy is not an option, you'll have better luck with Meteor Fungus. 19 Ability score (Constitution 18 -&gt; 20) Even more hit points! 20 Restore magic points on a short
rest are great. 4 points means two raised raised
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